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“It has opened my eyes
and now i am really keen
to have a career that will
make a difference. Made
me aim higher and gave
me life skills to do so”.
- YEC Member 2013

1.0 Executive Summary
For 16 years, the Youth Environment Council (YEC) has been providing young people
with environmental interests a space to develop their enthusiasm. More importantly,
these young people are developing a suite of life-long skills.
The YEC program is geared towards giving members a greater understanding of
sustainability; how it applies to their lives and the issues that face society. At the same
time, the program aims to empower young people by showing them that their voices are
valued and to believe that they can make a difference in their local communities.
Students are guided through a series of activities and supported through a yearlong program to implement a project or actions that help to make a difference to the
environment and sustainability, mainly focussed in their school or local community. This
enables students to build and develop planning and organisational skills, teamwork,
public speaking, responsibility and social skills all while allowing them to make new
friendships with like-minded people leading to a boost in confidence and self-belief.
Strongly woven through the YEC program are elements of six of the seven general
capabilites from the Australian Curriculum:
• Literacy
• Information and Communication Technology
• Critical and Creative Thinking
• Personal and Social Capacity
• Ethical Understanding
• Intercultural Understanding
This has resulted in a strong program that contributes to the goals set out in the
Melbourne Declaration (MCEETYA 2008) – that young people should be supported to
become successful learners, confident and creative individuals, and active and informed
citizens.
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2.0 Background
Since 1997 the Youth Environment Council (YEC) of South Australia has provided a
voice to young people in key environmental issues facing South Australia and has given
them opportunities to take action to achieve a more environmentally sustainable future
for SA.
The YEC is a joint initiative of the Department of Education and Child Development
(DECD) and the NRM Education program of Natural Resources - Adelaide and Mount
Lofty Ranges (AMLR). NRM Education values young people as equal partners and
active participants in making decisions that affect their lives. NRM Education has a
Youth Voice Program dedicated to strengthening student voice within schools and the
community, as well as providing access to authentic learning opportunities as part of
its commitment to Education for Sustainability and the implementation of the Australian
Sustainable Schools Initiative in SA (AuSSI-SA).

2.1 Links to the Australian Curriculum
Whilst the Youth Environment Council has a focus on empowering student voice and
educating its members for sustainability, six of the seven General Capabilities from the
Australian Curriculum are also strongly woven throughout the YEC program.
Literacy: At YEC events students are involved in listening, reading, speaking, writing and
creating action plans. Members undertake activities that develop their literacy skills in
reading, analysing and interpreting tasks, communicating effectively with other members
and staff, expressing their thoughts, opinions and emotions, and presenting ideas for
taking action.
ICT: Online Centra workshops challenge members skills for accessing online
communication tools to keep in touch between face-to face events. The workshops are
interactive and multi-model, enabling students to take responsibility and control for how
they interact with the group during the workshops. Members are also encouraged to use
email and the YEC facebook page to communicate with each other throughout the year.
Critical and Creative Thinking: Activities encourage students to be creative, consider
alternative sustainable lifestyles and problem solve various challenges. They also
encourage reason, logic and resourcefulness. Students use their imagination and
innovate when developing their action plans. Students are responsible for their own
projects, what they will do, and how they will go about creating change and promoting
sustainable lifestyles in their communities.
Personal and Social Capacity: Students assess their values sets and explore these by
sharing with other students. They develop positive relationships with students from
other schools, develop teamwork skills and an understanding for why these skills are
important, and have the opportunity to build and experience them outside the school
context. Through YEC activities, students develop leadership skills, a sense of selfbelief and self-worth and realise that they are able to meaningfully contribute to their
communities. They gain the understanding that you are “never too young to be a
leader”.
Ethical Understanding: By developing action projects, members are encouraged to
develop an ethical outlook by exploring issues that relate to sustainability and
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their project. Members begin to understand competing values and interests are at the
heart of dealing with the issues. Members are given strategies for working with others
and how they can influence others with differing values and opinions.
Intercultural Understanding: Quite deliberately, the YEC is comprised of a mix of students
from different backgrounds and cultures. This is to assist members to engage with
and develop an understanding of others including commonalities and differences,
create connections and cultivate respect. This links very closely with Education for
Sustainability and the need for local and global citizens working together to develop
sustainable solutions.

2.2 2013 Membership Model
This year the council comprised of 59 students in years 5 to 10 from 52 schools across
South Australia. Students on the council represented over 125 schools and 625
students from schools in Adelaide Metropolitan Region, Barossa, Yorke Peninsula, Eyre
Peninsula, the Riverland and the South East. Figure 1 shows the breakdown of
representation from South Australian NRM Regions.
FIGURE 1: Youth Environment Council Representation Breakdown for 2013

Consists of 6 peer
elected members

Membership is gained from regional Youth Forum Clusters run across Natural Resource
Management Board Regions and through “wildcard” applications available for download
from the YEC website (www.yecsa.net.au). In 2013, the age-group was broadened so
any students in Yr 5 to 10 could apply. This was to accomodate for younger students
applying from Youth Forum Clusters.
The number of representatives is proportional to the number of Forums offered in
a given region. Twenty-one positions were available through application this year.
The selection of students from applications was based on gaining a balance of city &
regional, male and female and primary school and high school aged representatives.
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2.3 Roles within the YEC and the Selection Process for 2013

2.4 Council Members
Council members consist of all representatives selected at Youth Environment Forums
as well as students selected through the application process. All members participate in
the Council for a term of one year. If council members wish to participate in the following
years they must apply through the application process. This ensures that the YEC can
cater to a wider audience; providing training opportunities to a new cohort of students
each year.

“You meet new people and learn skills that you will keep for life”
- Angus, YEC Mentor 2013, Yr 9 Woodcroft College

2.5 Executive Representatives
Each year at the Leadership Camp, 6 YEC representatives are peer elected to
represent the whole council at formal events such as presentations to NRM Boards
and/ or meeting with state ministers and government leaders. These members become
known as Executive Members. They hold the position for one year and become
automatic members the following year to assist in the handover process with the new
Executive.

“It’s a wonderful opportunity...you get to have heaps of great
experiences and learn lots about the environment”
- Cody, YEC Executive Member 2013, Yr 7 Goolwa Primary School

2.6 Mentors
Previously, Executive Members
had played a “mentoring” role
as part of their executive duties,
however the mentor program was
developed in 2013 to provide
opportunities for older members
to develop their leadership skills
set and share their previous
experiences with newer members;
continuing the supportive culture of
the YEC. The 7 students selected
for this role became known as
mentors and their role was to:
• work with staff to plan and run
activities
• facilitate discussions and
small group work
• welcome students - to help make the process of joining in, taking part and enjoying
the YEC easier for other students. To make them feel included, valued and to guide
them along the way when needed.
• role model positive and sustainable behaviours.
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“I have absolutely loved my role as a mentor, and being able to be a
friend to people, to help everyone feel included. I’ve also loved seeing
so many kids so passionate about the environment and broadening my
knowledge and feeling inspired to make change”
- Maddi, YEC Mentor 2013, Yr 9 Nuriootpa High School

3.0 YEC Aims
The Youth Environment Council of SA aims to:
• develop skills such as leadership, team work and public speaking
• raise youth awareness and encourage involvement in our environment
• empower youth to take action on sustainability issues and lead sustainable
lifestyles
• ensure students see themselves as active citizens today and not just “leaders of
tomorrow”
• develop a network of youth sustainability leaders
• enable students to share sustainability ideas and actions.

4.0 Facts for 2013
4.1 The Ripple Effect:
Fifty-nine Representatives from 52
schools, rippling outwards to represent
the voices of over 625 students from
125 schools within 18 clusters across
South Australia.
Of these 59 representatives, 38 were
from primary schools and 21 from high
schools.
Thirty-eight students were selected for
the YEC through their local regional
Youth Environment Forum. Twenty-one
positions were allocated through
applications submitted to the YEC
Steering Committee.

“I have taken a more responsible role in my (school) Wipe Out Waste
group and have been more of a role model for the people in my group”
- Stella, YEC Member 2013, Yr 5 West Beach Primary School

“I have joined my new school’s environmental committee and
encouraged positive energy & environmental action”
- Jade, YEC Member 2013, Yr 8 Aberfoyle Park High School
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4.2 The YEC Program:
Representatives took part in the following events:
• Mentor Camp at Monarto Zoo: An
opportunity for Executive Members
and Mentors to develop mentoring
and facilitation skills and assist with
YEC event planning.
• Centra Online Workshop Meet and
Greet: An opportunity to meet and
greet other new YEC members.
• Leadership Camp at Woodhouse:
For developing leadership qualities
through team building exercises
and activities, sharing local
environmental topics and themes of
interest, building skills and
knowledge on environmental
themes and ways to take action,
raise environmental concerns and
ideas to take to government.

“This camp was awesome, can’t wait to
come back next year. You guys are an inspiration
to us all”
- Jai, YEC Member 2013, Yr 10 Stuart High School (Whyalla)

• Centra Online Workshop: Sharing ideas, updating the council on where projects are
currently at and troubleshooting any issues representatives encountered.
• Sharing Forum at Urrbrae TAFE: Each representative put their public speaking
skills into practice and shared their school projects by presenting to the rest of the
council. Representatives also had the opportunity to tour Urrbrae TAFE’s water trail
and observe Urrbrae High School’s sustainability initiatives.
• Celebration Forum at Adelaide Zoo: Students celebrated achievements for the year
by taking a look at the Adelaide Zoo’s approach to sustainability and exploring local
and global ethical sustainability issues.
Further information can be viewed on the YEC website (www.yecsa.net.au).

“What I have enjoyed most is going to the Woodhouse Camp and
meeting other members, and the Sharing Forum; seeing the friends I
have made and what other people have done at their school”
- Jordan, YEC Member 2013, Yr 10 Golden Grove High School
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4.3 Projects Undertaken by YEC Members and their Clusters
As a result of students participating in the Youth Environment Council in 2013, 125
student driven projects were initiated supporting student voice and action within these
schools. The graphic below, shows the break down of projects.

Projects Included:
Biodiversity: native gardens with local indigenous plants, butterfly gardens, frog ponds,
bush tucker trails, native vegetation restoration.
Water: conducting school water audits
and surveying the local community.
Cultural Change and awareness-raising:
education sessions for peers, school
green days, designing outdoor
classrooms, and stalls at community
expos.
Waste: implementing waste
reduction sytems, establishing
worm farms, waste audits,
composting, nude food and
setting up recycling systems.
Transport: alternative tranport
methods to school and active
travel.
Energy: retro-fitting energy
efficient globes and timers.
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4.4 Nominations and Awards
4.4.1 Executive Nominations
Each year, the number of students who
wish to represent the council as an
Executive Member grows. In 2013, 22
students self nominated for the 6 available
positions. Each nominee provided a one
minute speech about why they would be a
good Executive Member and the skills they
could bring to the role.
The whole council voted and 6
representatives were elected from the
following regions:
• Eyre Peninsula
• Riverland
• Barossa
• Adelaide metro x 3
4.4.2 Channel 9 Young Achievers Awards
YEC Mentor Ella Graham from Booleroo Centre District School was nominated for
the Channel 9 Young Achievers Awards for her outstanding action in local and global
environmental issues. Ella was shortlisted into the top four for the Flinders Ports
Environment Award.

Case study: Ella
Ella is passionate about
environmental sustainability and
making a difference on a local and
global scale; from fundraising for bear
welfare in India and raising
awareness about the destruction of
rainforests for the production of palm
oil to revegetating her community and
dedication to creating an
environmental learning space within
her school. Ella is a Mentor for the
Youth Environment Council of SA and
has played a role in peer mentoring
others, running activities at events
and is pro-active in passing these
skills onto other students in her
regional community.
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4.4.3 Premiers NRM Awards: Rising Stars
Three YEC representatives, (L-R) Ella
Graham - Booleroo Centre District
School, Olivia Harms - Faith Lutheran
College and Haydn Jamieson Christies Beach High School were
nominated by NRM Education staff for
the Youth Rising Star Award Category
as part of the 2013 Premier’s NRM
Awards. Ella and Haydn were lucky
enough to receive the award; as the
young female and male Rising Stars.

Case study: Haydn
Haydn has been a strong role model at
Christies Beach High School and in the YEC.
As an Executive Member he has engaged with
the Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges NRM
Board about the views of the council and has
led leadership activities to encourage other
students to play an active role in our
environment. At school, Haydn has been an
active member of the Youth Environment
Activist Group (YEA), and initiated a program
to re-launch his school’s recycling program by
engaging the leadership team at the school
and surveying students to determine the
reason for lack of participation in recycling.

Case study: Olivia
Olivia has established a community garden
at her school to provide fresh veggies for her
school’s canteen. Through the use of recycled
organic material and a worm farm, Olivia’s
project is helping the school meet its
reducing, reusing and recycling goals. Olivia
has established a group of students known
as the Human, Environmental, Animal Rights
Group (HEAR), which is committed to raising
awareness, providing information and
solutions to the schools community on
sustainable living. Olivia also works with
HEAR to create petitions and write letters on
environmental issues to the South Australian
Government.
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4.5 Meeting the Minister
YEC Mentors represented the whole council
by presenting to the Minister for Sustainability,
Environment and Conservation to share the
highlights of Council projects and provide feedback
to the government regarding:
• difficulties or barriers to achieving their
projects
• essential people for ensuring projects
continue in future
• how the Minister can help with projects
• other messages the YEC wanted to share
with the Minister.
Each year, Mentors and Executive Members list meeting the Minister as being one of
the highlights of their experience. They feel connected to their community and that their
opinions, school and community contributions are valued.

“You are never too young to be a leader...”
- Anonymous, YEC Member 2013

5.0 Youth Environment Council Evaluation
During 2013, students completed two evaluations; one after the Leadership Camp and
another after the Sharing Forum. Feedback from parents about YEC activities was also
sought. Student feedback combined with that of parents has helped to build a solid
picture of the reach and value placed upon the opportunities provided through the YEC.

5.1 Woodhouse Leadership Camp Evaluation
The aim of the evaluation from the Woodhouse Leadership Camp in June was to gauge
student interest in the activities and
workshops provided and to assist
in the planning of future events.
It is worth noting that the majority
of students “agreed” or “strongly
agreed” to: leaving feeling inspired,
enjoying the opportunity to meet
new people and to the opportunity
to connect with the outdoors. They
also felt confident about making a
difference in their school communities
(94%) and in sharing their new skills
with their schools (96%).

5.2 End of Year Evaluation
Receiving feedback after the Sharing
Forum provided insight into what
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students thought of the YEC overall, including all events and activities, skills students
had gained, how attitudes and behaviours had changed, influence over career paths
or ambitions for the future, ideas for improving activities and to see if they would
recommend the YEC to friends. The survey was also about identifying if the aims and
outcomes had been met.

Most members (98%) would recommend joining the YEC to friends
The evaluation highlighted several key things that suggest the YEC program has
been successful in achieving its aims. The skills gained by students surpassed the
expectations of the steering committee and students completed the program feeling
they had not only gained the skills to be leaders but, more importantly, empowered to
make a difference in their communities. Also of interest is the feedback regarding the
influence over career paths and future goals/ambitions.
At the beginning of the year, students were asked to list why they wanted to be involved
in the YEC. Below are the common responses:
• thought it would be a good experience
• gain environmental knowledge
• because I care about the environment
• learn important life-skills
• to help the planet/create change
• try something new
• meet other people with similar interests
• share ideas
• to learn leadership skills
• to have fun.

“I have learnt many things including team work, and encouraging people
more so they feel like they are accepted”
- Geordie, YEC Member 2013, Yr 7 Parkside PS

Later in the year students were asked to list what they actually gained, these included:
• mentoring skills and experience
• friends
• leadership skills
• inspiration to make a difference
• better at teamwork
• belief in self
• public speaking
• courage
• project ideas
• hope
• confidence
• project ideas
• knowledge of the environment
• listening skills
• taking leadership skills back to school
• speaking up for what I believe in
• getting my opinions out there.
It’s great to see that students gained the very things they had listed for joining the
program.This means that students’ expectations were met and that they were provided
with the opportunities to build and develop these skills through the program that was
delivered in 2013.

“I’ve gained the skill to speak for what I believe in”
- Georgina, YEC Member 2013, Yr 7 Goolwa PS
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It also appears that students gained
much more than they anticipated,
particularly related to self-belief,
hope for the future and how to create
change around them. These are
important skill-sets to have. If they can
believe in themselves, they can go on
to achieve anything, be it related to the
environmental or sustainability field,
or indeed anything else they set their
minds to.
In addition, through participation in the
YEC students felt that they:
a) were being good role
models: 100% “agreed” or
“strongly agreed”
b) had been empowered to
create change in their schools:
97% “agreed” or “strongly
agreed”
c) had been inspired to take
action: 100% “agreed” or
“strongly agreed”.
In comparrison to 2012 figures, there was a 9% increase
in members feeling empowered to create change in their schools (question b) and a
27% increase on members feeling inspired to take action (question c). Question a,
was slightly different to last year’s survey and so cannot be compared. By the end of
the program students overwhelmingly felt more empowered to create change in their
schools and had been inspired to take action.

“I will lead everyone to believing that sustainability in the community will
benefit everyone in the future”
- Anonymous, YEC Member 2013

When students were asked if participation in the YEC had influenced their ambitions for
the future, 14% of members specifically mentioned it had influenced their career. The
comments regarding career were grouped into four themes:
• Yes, it has had an influence and I would like to get into the environmental field
• Yes, it has inspired me to make a difference in my chosen career in an
environmental field
• Yes, it has inspired me to choose a career that will make a difference to the
community
• No, it hasn’t influenced my career choice.
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“I am studying development/law at Uni (hopefully!) because I want to
work in the UN. I realise this is ambitious but the YEC has shown me you
can pretty much achieve any goal if you really try”
- Lucy, YEC Member 2013, Yr 11 Pedare Christian College

The YEC has had influence over student career paths. It was never the intention for all
students to have a definite interest once completing the program, but rather to have a
range of students who were willing to advocate for the environment and sustainability in
the present and continue this no matter what their chosen future may be.

“I’m thinking about being in the environmental cause of things for my
career. I want to have a sustainable future”
- Cody, YEC Member 2013, Yr 7 Goolwa PS

Other comments made about YEC influence over future ambitions included:
• helped me to see things differently and I have a better understanding
• influenced me to be a leader
• you can acheive any goal if you try
• others may pay for my mistakes if I don’t take responsibility
• to set sustainability goals for myself as this can influence others
• to take everyday action
• to have goals for things to do with my school (environmental goals)
• encouraged me to have plans for the future and that it can be done
• to have a sustainable future
• to work in a field helping people
• to be brave talking to groups of people
• to start projects in the community.

“It has opened my eyes and now I am really keen to have a career that
will make a difference. Made me aim higher and gave me
life skills to do so”
- Ella, YEC Member 2013, Yr 10 Booleroo Centre District School

5.3 Observed Benefits: A Parent’s Perspective
All parents were emailed or posted a survey containing three questions:
• What did your child gain from being a part of the YEC? Explain
• Has your child’s involvement in the YEC had an impact on what they do at
home or in the local community? If so, please provide examples
• Any other comments...
A wordle infographic was created using the keywords and phrases listed by parents
about what their child had gained by being a part of the YEC. See over. Some key
quotes are also featured.
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FIGURE 2: Parent observations: What children gained from being part of the YEC

“Kaitlyn has not only enhanced her passion for the environment through
her involvement in the YEC, but she has also developed good leadership
skills and become a role model for her peers. Her involvement in the YEC
also won her the 2013 Leadership award for Years 5-6 at her school”
- Parent of Yr 7 YEC Member 2013

“Jordan has gained confidence... Normally she is quiet, reserved and
generally wouldn’t speak up in class. Now, she will speak in front of her
peers and actively participates in group projects. Jordan has had difficulty
in some subjects. Since participating in YEC her grades have improved
markedly, especially subjects such as mathematics since she can now
see its practical application in relation to the environment”
- Parent of Yr 10 YEC Member 2013

“Isaiah gained a sense of belonging and importance. He is quite reserved
when in a large group of unfamiliar people so it pushed him outside his
comfort zone to integrate. He enjoyed the camaraderie once he made
friends and still keeps in contact. He brought ideas home and to school
and enjoyed presenting his findings and experiences to his classmates”.
- Parent of Yr 7 YEC Member 2013

“My son’s involvement in YEC was pivotal in his growth this year.
Right from the very first meeting Max was inspired to develop his
understanding of Environmental issues and to take a stand. He became
more confident to speak up for what he believes in and to justify his
views with facts. Of most value was the chance to witness other students
and I could see he learned many new skills from them.
The organisers were fantastic, encouraging the younger students - which
Max was one of! He had opportunities to step outside his comfort zone
- participating in the Talent Night on Camp, talking to the Principal about
YEC matters. He was so proud to have done these things and continues
to reflect on how much he has grown!
He constantly researches environmental issues and strives to develop the
inter-personal skills that he needs to bring others on board and make a
difference. So not only did he grow in terms of knowledge and traditional
academic skills his personal growth was amazing. Because he got to
witness other and some older students who were positive, committed,
inclusive and knowledgeable that will remain the lasting gift for his
ongoing development. We will shout from the rooftops in appreciation of
this opportunity for our son- it was life changing!”.
- Parent of Yr 5 YEC Member 2013
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6.0 Summary
Based on the enthusiasm and feedback from students and their parents, as well as
steering committee staff, the YEC in 2013 was a great success. The model continued
to evolve, with the Mentor Program being stepped up enabling older students to
meaningfully contribute to the program and assist in building and maintaining the YEC
supportive culture that has developed over the last few years.
Students have been supported to develop action projects in their schools and
communities to contribute to making a difference to the environment and building
sustainable lifestyles. Students enjoyed the opportunity to share their projects in the
online workshops as well as being able to put their public speaking skills into practice at
the Sharing Forum. Not only did this provide students with important presentation and
public speaking skills, but it also gave them more ideas to take back to school for future
projects. Members have also had the notion reinforced that their opinions and actions
are valued and they are very real contributors to the community now, and they are never
too young to be leaders.
YEC Members developed many skills through their involvement this year including:
• developing important public speaking, teamwork and leadership skills
• gaining confidence, life-skills and self-belief
• making new friends
• actions that can be taken for a more sustainable future.
Members also indicated feeling inspired and empowered to create change and influence
their school community and local community. These all relate very well to the aims of
the Youth Environment Council of SA as well as intended outcomes for the General
Capabilities.
There have been other significant benefits of the YEC in relation to schools and local
communities due to students’ active participation in moving towards sustainable
lifestyles. Aside from environmental improvement, the school and community gain
young people equipped with skills, dispositions and the knowledge to create change. As
engaged and active citizens, they are a positive force for their communities, educating
and empowering others.
With the introduction of the new Australian Curriculum, there continue to be exciting
opportunities to embed the YEC into a state-wide approach to Youth Voice and
Education for Sustainability.
YEC members will not only become the next generation of sustainability advocates in
their chosen fields but are also well equipped to tackle challenges today!
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7.0 YEC Proposal for 2014
The YEC will continue the successes of the 2013 model whilst looking to strengthen
the way students are supported once they return to their schools and communities. The
YEC steering committee will explore the possibility of staff mentors to check in with YEC
members and their projects. There will also be an emphasis on engaging with students
via social media and regular emails to mainatain support and motivation. It is hoped
that students will also encourage and support each other during the researching and
implementation phases of developing their projects and actions.
The proposed program for 2014:
April 8th-9th: Mentor Camp, Monarto Zoo (For YEC Executive Members and Mentors
only)
May 8th, July 31st, September 18th: Online CENTRA workshops (accessed from school)
May 26th-28th: Leadership Camp
October 20th: YEC Sharing and Celebration Forum
There will be one less face to face event in 2014, than in 2013. This is due to staff
capacity to deliver an extra event, but also the feedback from regional students was
that it was very difficult taking so many days off school, particulatly due to travel-time.
Instead, an extra online workshop has been scheduled.
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